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Introduction

It wan shown experimentally in i.1,2]

that ionization ivaves in the contrac-

ted neon t-.nd argon discharger? are

essentially t-.vo-dimenaional rtructu-

ros.The quasionedimenoional theory

used for description of theso waves

had some difficulties.

In the present paper we consider

the mechanism of instability connec-

ted just with the two-dimensional

nature of ths problem.lt is shown,

that two-dimensional perturbations

of saunas-type may have the most

increment.Ths situation differs great-

ly from diffuse discharges at low

pressure, where the two-dimensiona-

lity of űtrates is not essential,

and the waves with the- v/avenumbor

kveS/Te are most unstable [3].

In our case the waves with wavenumber

Tg«V.« r'(<.< e3/T
e
 are unstable.Here

r; is the effective ionization

radiur,, r
o
- the currant pinch radius.

Зг.л̂ с eq nations

At pressures p IOOtorr and currents

i ICOmA the discharge contraction in

noble сазез (except He) is connected

with the exponential dependence of

ionization frequency on plasma

concentration and the volume recom-

bination mechanizm.Tho influence of

nsutral ~e.s inhomorjensous heating

on contraction is not essential.

As basic equations we use therefore

the anbipolar diffusion equation

and the condition of plánra

quasineutrality in the f o m

d\v у- О , (2)

where D
n
 is the anbipolar

diffusion coefficient,

i3 the electron current.

Por simplicity we neglect ion

current, thermodiffusion and the

dependence of D
a
,b

e
 on T

e
.

'.Ve can consider (3^ as separation

of the full field 3 into the

diffuse one with the potential
T
^Си tt and the current one with

the potential 4k satisfying the

equation

div/ h 9 ^ ; О . (<?)

If characteristic v;ave dimensions

are greater than the energy relaxa-

tion length for "hot" electrons,

then the couplin." between I(n,7;)

and S is local.
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^nations for perturbations

,Ve look for The solutions of the

cystem (1,4) in the form

7íhere n(r) and E„are the solutions of
the stationary problem. After linea-
rizing the system (1,4) and intro-

ducing significations X'z/ii , Jfryi|/Da-,

v;e obtain a

Xdx X J x ' f ~* * e * +
 ( 6 )

(')

The equations (6,7) with boundary

conditions lead to an eigenvalue pro-

blem for fl , N(x). The forms of "po-

tentials" and unperturbed profile

n(x) depend op ionization and гесотт

bination kinetics. As potentials U
o
,

Uá are not equal to zero only when

xi I, then discrete spectrum eigen-

functions damp at x > I .

Under the condition of constant cur-

rent for waves with k«r owe obtain

zo
S. (8)

(9)

о
Then (6) can be written as

mente will change oubetantionally.

Thou^i field oscillations are small

at r.« r
o >
 according to (8), the se-

cond mode N
a
 correspond to the lowest

discrete level in the well U
0
(x) be-

cause of the strong dependence of an

ionization frequency on the field

(U
(
>> U

o
^. Oocillations corresponding

to this mode are of sausage-type -

an axis plasma concentration incre-

ase is accompanied by a pinch con-

traction (fig. 2, 3^. Pis- T presents

the nonperturbed profile of plasme

concentration n/n
o
 (the first curvel

and the profllos of the potential
U

o
/U

c
(c0 (the second curvel and of

perturbation H,/K.(n) with the incre-

mentis. These results ivere obtained

for neon at p=O0 torr, 1=ЗбО иА, R=

2,В cm' by numerical calculation of
(9^ for real dependences I(n,El and

Г(п^ [4].
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As the diffuoion damping increase

with a mode number, the first mode

would have the greatest increment,

neclecting field oscillations.

Accounting for field oscillations (the

integral term in (9)), mode incre-
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The 'xictence of an optimal

v.avcnnnbor '.: for two-dimensional

perturbation" can be explained by

consideration of shorter waves with

!:» r~J.According to (7), perturbations

cf the current field are proportional

to the perturbation of plasma conduc-

tivity in the range with dimensions

~k and increase with increasing

of k.

As at k>>r;' perturbations damp,(field

oscillations become proportional to

local conductivity perturbations'! ,

the field oscillation amnlitude is.

raxirnun at r~a<<.\« r"; .If jj NHx)xdx < 0

field oscillations on the axis are

in phase with concentration oscilla-

tions, providing oscillation

build-uo.Such field oscillations were

observed in [I].

The solution of (71 at x<I,k« I

in follovin~

where П
г
 ia the ei^enfunction of (9^,

Ĵ°'is defined from (8).

Gubstitutins (10) into (6) and using

the perturbation theory at k« I

it is possible to calculate the

correction to ĵ °' •

fig.3

Current lines (fig.2), oscillations

of concentration and current fiald

(fig.3"» in two-diraensional waves. .

Arrows indicate current field

oscillations.
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